Foggy Bottom Restaurant List

J Street Food Court – Marvin Center
800 21st Street NW

- Bamboo - $
  To-Go with seating (Asian, Sushi)
- Bonmi - $
  To-Go with seating (Vietnamese)
- Greenfields - $
  To-Go with seating (Sandwiches, Salads)
- Metro Diner - $
  To-Go with seating (American)
- Pesto - $
  To-Go with seating (Italian)

The Shops at 2000 Penn
2000 Pennsylvania Ave NW

- Au Bon Pain - $
  To-Go with seating (Café)
- Bertucci’s - $$$
  Sit-down only (Italian)
- Devon and Blakely - $
  To-Go with seating (Sandwiches, Soups)
- Johnny Rockets - $$
  To-Go with seating (American)
- The Perfect Pita - $
  To-Go with outside seating available

Throughout the Neighborhood

- Burger Tap & Shake - $$
  To-Go and seating (American)
  2200 Pennsylvania Ave NW
- Carvings - $
  To-Go with seating (Sandwiches)
  2021 F Street NW
- Chalin’s Chinese Restaurant - $$
  To-Go with seating (Chinese)
  1912 I Street NW
- Chipotle - $
  To-Go with seating (Tex-Mex)
  2000 Pennsylvania Ave NW
- CIRCA at Foggy Bottom - $$
  Sit-down only (Contemporary American)
  2221 I Street NW

- Foggy Bottom Grocery [FoBoGo] - $
  To-Go with seating (Gourmet Deli)
  2140 F Street NW
- Founding Farmers - $$$
  Sit-Down only (Organic)
  1924 Pennsylvania Avenue NW
- GW Deli - $
  To-Go without seating (Deli)
  2133 G Street NW
- Juan Valdez Café - $
  To-Go with seating (Café)
  1889 F Street NW
- Lindy’s Red Lion and Bon Apetit - $$
  To-Go with seating (American)
  2040 I Street NW
- Nando’s Peri-Peri - $
  To-Go with seating (Portuguese/Chicken)
  1210 18th Street NW
- Nooshi - $$
  To-Go with seating (Noodles/Asian)
  1120 19th Street NW
- Penn Grill - $
  To-Go with seating (Chinese, Sandwiches)
  825 20th Street NW
- Potbelly Sandwich Works - $
  To-Go with seating (Sandwiches, Salads)
  Ivory Tower (616 23rd St NW)
- Starbucks - $
  To-Go with seating (Café)
  Gelman Library, GW Hospital
  1959 E Street NW
- Subway - $
  To-Go with Seating (Deli)
  2033 K Street NW
- Sweet Green - $
  To-Go with seating (Salads)
  2221 I Street NW
- Thai Place - $$
  To-Go with seating (Thai)
  2134 Pennsylvania Avenue NW
- TGIFridays - $$$
  To-Go with seating (American)
  2100 Pennsylvania Ave NW
- Tonic at Quigley’s - $$
  Sit-down only (Contemporary American)
  2036 G Street NW